Abstract. For linear operators between Banach algebras "spectral boundedness" is derived from ordinary boundedness by substituting spectral radius for norm. The interplay between this concept and some of its near relatives is conspicuous in a result of Curto and Mathieu.
It is familiar that a linear operator T : X → Y between Banach spaces is continuous if and only if it is "bounded" in the usual sense, that for some k > 0 there is inequality T x ≤ k x for every x ∈ X. If X = A and Y = B are Banach algebras, and we replace norms by spectral radii, then we are looking at something new: "spectral boundedness". In this note we look at spectral boundedness and some of its relatives. Suppose A is a complex linear algebra, with identity 1 = 0 and invertible group A −1 : we write 
} for the spectrally trivial linear mappings from A to B. If we define a "quadratic" operator S · T ∈ Q(A, B) by setting
then we may define for S and T in L(A, B)
to mean that each pair of images commute modulo the radical, and if
as well as the notation
We collect some trivialities: Theorem 2. If A and B are (normed) linear algebras then
, while for (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) note that if T x and Sx commute modulo the radical then
Spectral boundedness can sometimes imply norm boundedness: for example using Johnson's uniqueness of norm there is an implication (
Conversely not every bounded linear mapping from A to B is spectrally bounded: if A = BL(X, X) for a Banach space X then for a ∈ A there is an implication
Derivations on a ring are linear mappings that satisfy the multiplicative property characteristic of elementary calculus:
If A is a ring with identity then the derivations on A form the space
The left and right multiplications form the spaces
more generally the generalized derivations form the space
The reader can see that derivations, left and right multiplications are all generalized derivations, and that [5] (3.
5) DL(A, A) + LL(A, A) = DL(A, A) + RL(A, A) = GDL(A, A).
The inner derivations are the operators 
There is also the result [10] that 
, and more generally ([5] Lemma 2.7) the full analogue of (3.11) holds with D + L a in place of D. For generalized inner derivations we can say more [6] :
Lemma 4. If a ∈ A and b ∈ A are arbitrary there is implication
Proof. This is the argument of Curto and Mathieu ( But now
and hence (4.8) 
Proof. The equivalence of (5.4) and (5.5) is just (2.10). Implication alternatively remember that |x| σ = lim n ||x n || 1/n . We claim that there is an implication for we have
, and finally 
00 (A, A) by (2.5), and hence also (implication (5.
The special case of Theorem 5 in which either a = 0 or b = 0 is (4.3) equivalence (5.3) ⇐⇒ (5.4), which is Theorem A of Curto and Mathieu [6] , proved originally by Ptak using the subharmonicity of the spectral radius. The special case a = b is equivalence (4.2), which is Bresar's result [4] . In the special case 
In another direction the condition (5.4), together with (2.2), gives , A) , which suggests looking for extensions to "elementary operators".
If a ∈ A and b ∈ A the followings are equivalent:
Proof. If (6.1) holds then so does (5.1) and hence (5.3): thus the first two operators in (6.3) are spectrally trivial. Also
Similarly R a − R b , so that the whole of (6.3) holds: but now 
Complementary to "spectral boundedness" would be "spectral boundedness below":
for the linear mappings from A to B which are spectrally one and
for the linear mappings from A to B which are spectrally bounded below.
Analagous to Theorem 2, Theorem 8. If A and B are linear algebras then D) for each * = +, ++; conversely there is an implication If for example A = C ∞ (Ω) with normal Hausdorff Ω and a ∈ A then L a = R a is spectrally bounded below if and only if a ∈ A −1 is invertible, and is spectrally consistent if and only if a is not a zero-divisor, so that a −1 (0) has empty interior in Ω. If A = BL(X, X) for a Banach space X then only (non-zero) scalars can be spectrally consistent: for if a ∈ A is not scalar and (ξ, aξ) is linearly independent in X then there is ϕ ∈ X † for which ϕ(ξ) = 1 and ϕ(aξ) = 0, and then (8.6) y = ϕ ξ =⇒ 0 = y = y 2 and (ay) 2 = 0.
Zelazko [11] , [12] showed that in commutative algebras A an element a ∈ A for which L a is not spectrally bounded below cannot be a topological zero divisor, and conversely if the algebra is "regular"; the extension to systems of elements ([8] Theorem 11.5.4) gives rise to points of the Silov boundary of A [7] . Of course the spectrum preserving maps of Jafarian and Sourour [9] are spectrally bounded below: it is sufficient [2] , [3] that the "connected hull" of the spectrum is preserved. We note here a connection between spectral boundedness below and the "commutative closure" of the invertibles: Theorem 9. If a ∈ A there is an implication
where if K ⊆ A we write a ∈ cl comm K to mean a ∈ cl(K ∩ comm(a)), so that there is (a n ) in A for which (9.2) a n ∈ K and aa n = a n a and ||a − a n || → 0.
Proof. If (9.3) ||a − a n || → 0 with a n b n = 1 = b n a n then either a ∈ A −1 or aa n = a n a : but then (9.6) |ab n | σ = |1 + (a − a n )b n | σ ≤ 1 + |(a − a n )b n | σ ≤ 2||a − a n || |b n | σ , noting that b n commutes with a − a n and remembering (2.8).
If we specialize to scalar perturbations a n = a − λ n then the analogue of (9.1) holds separately for left and right invertibility ((3.8) in [7] ).
